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Top Trio for LPI Stay Firm in the Ayrshire Breed 
 

Although Orraryd gains 184 points to advance his lead as #1 LPI among Ayrshire sires, the Top 
10 LPI list experiences relatively little change this round with nine being the same group as 
previously. Following Orraryd is the typical group of leaders with Peterslund, Kansas, B Jurist, T-
Bruno, Landscape and Percy ranking #2 to #7 LPI, respectively. Jelyca Oblique creeps up two 
spots from #10 to #8 LPI, just ahead of Jupiter at #9 LPI.  The two highest new arrivals last 
round shuffle slightly with Kamouraska Nomade slipping from #9 to #16 LPI and Hautpre 
Karaoke doing the opposite by increasing from #14 to #10 LPI. Two new young sire graduates 
enter the Top 30 LPI list; the highest being Forever Schoon Eiffel-ET (Calimero x Price, dam is 
Forever Schoon Edith 2) at # 23 LPI with +10 Conformation (tied at #10). Marbrae Kindle-ET 
(Etro x Conn daughter of Kildare BBK Kellyann ET) debuts at #28 LPI but is below breed 
average for Conformation. 
 

The reign among Ayrshire cows is passed to Ramco Orraryd Bess as she moves from #3 to #1 
LPI (#6 Milk, #5 Protein), nudging Lagace BJ Model into #2 LPI (#1 Protein, tied #2 Fat) and 
Kamouraska Jupi Uby-ET to #3 LPI, just ahead of her dam Kamouraska Peterslund Ruby at #4 
LPI. The rest of the Top 10 LPI list gets rejuvenated as various younger cows make their mark. 
Four cows move up significantly from last round to enter this elite group, namely Visserdale Nor 
Sunbeam (#5 LPI from #10, daughter of Visserdale Sunrise-ET at #14 LPI), Kamouraska Unique 
2954-ET (#6 LPI from #15, maternal sister to Ruby), Nolanda Acres Asia 200 (#7 LPI from #29) 
and Brae Lea Olga (#8 LPI from #18). The highest newly indexed cow this round is Kildare 
Orraryd Viviane-ET, who arrives at #9 LPI with #8 Protein. The Top 10 LPI list is completed by 
Misyl Normandin Janelle at #10 LPI, losing only 13 LPI points from last round. Two other newly 
indexed cows this round worth mentioning are Du Petit Bois Remington Leslie (Remington x 
Copper), who becomes the new breed leader for Conformation at +17, and D’Albanel Real 
Pretzel-ET (Reality x T-Bruno) at #2 in the breed for Fat behind Visserdale Sunrise-ET. 
 
“Success” Climbs the Ladder to Enter Top 10 LPI for Jerseys 
 

The Top 5 LPI list experiences mild reshuffling this round with Q Impuls still at #1 LPI but he is 
now followed by the highest newcomer last round, namely Rocha Iatola Walker-ET (Iatola x 
Perimiter) at #2 LPI. The former second ranking bull, Sunset Canyon Dice-ET, loses ground to 
#6 LPI, therefore allowing Unique VS Habit, Hollylane Lilibet’s Legacy and SC Gold Dust 
Paramount Iatola-ET to place higher taking #3 to #5 LPI, respectively. Buttercrest Success-ET 
(Iatola x Rocket) realises significant gains for production this round, translating into a 479-point 
LPI increase, jumping from #23 to #7 LPI. The Top 10 LPI list is rounded out by Verdurelea 
Resolution (#8), Giprat Belle’s Connection-ET (#9) and Lencrest On Time-ET (#10 LPI). The two 
highest young sire graduates this round are Lencrest Nadal-ET at #30 LPI, who is a son of 
Comerica out of the well-known Piedmont Declo Belle, and Select-Scott Jade Jamal-ET at #32 
LPI (tied at #1 Conformation, Jade x Fillpail). 
  

Hautpre Legacy Fate continues her reign at #1 GLPI Jersey cow with Bona Legacy Ricky ET 
challenging at #2 GLPI, up one spot from last round. The highest newly indexed cow, Reyla 
Impuls Chardonnay (Q Impuls x Knock-Out) achieves an impressive debut at #3 GLPI, #3 
Protein and tied at #9 Fat. The second highest newly indexed cow, Hautpre Nouvelle Ère 
Francia-ET (Sultan x Hautpre Fusion Francia), also makes the elite Top 10 GLPI list arriving at 
#8. Maternal sisters out of Piedmont Declo Belle take #4, #5 and #9 LPI, respectively, namely 



Lencrest Last Dance-ET, Lencrest Gold Belle-ET and Lencrest Belles Beauty-ET. The Top 10 
GLPI list is completed by Luchanel Select LB Sable ET (#6), Gabys Blair Antiqua (#7) and 
Vermalar On Time Irene (#10 GLPI). 
 
Steady Sailing in the Brown Swiss Breed 
 

Sun-Made Vigor-ET holds on to his #1 LPI status and advances his lead over Blessing Prophet 
Ransom (#2 LPI) and Quincy Even Special (#3 LPI). Triangle Acres Poet (Beamer x Emerald) 
makes a gain for production while losing ground for Conformation with a net jump from #8 to #4 
LPI. Hanny Swiss Ace Wagor manages to stay solid at #5 LPI with only a 3-point LPI change. 
Others in the Top 10 LPI list include Payoff, Pronto, Goldmine, Cartoon from #6 to #9 in that 
order, as well as both Joytrek and Even tied at #10 LPI. Schamaun BS Gordon Glenn ET 
(Gordon x Star) receives his first official domestic LPI, landing at #25 LPI, which is also true for 
Top Acres C Wonderment ET (Collection x Jade) at #43 LPI. For cows, the duo of Gubelman 
Vigor Donna and Anfield FB Jane’s Emma ET stay cemented at #1 and #2 LPI, respectively. At 
#3 LPI is Swisslane Scipio Ute (up from #8) with four Gubelman-bred animals following, namely 
Wurl Precious (#4), Pronto Dorissa (#5), Draft Deana (#6, maternal sister to Donna), Scipio Lisa 
(#7), Vigor Darcy (#9) and Cartoon Maxine (#10 LPI). The sole other cow entering the Top 10 
LPI list is Swiss Dream Zeus US Unella at #8 from #13 last round. The highest newly indexed 
cow this round is Eastwind Scipio Victoria at #16 LPI. 
 
“Yogibear” Receives Official Domestic LPI in Guernsey Breed 
 

Once again, the breed leaders experience little change as the bulls within the Top 10 LPI remain 
the same group as last round. Top 5 LPI bulls are now Lewis, Double L, Jordan, Bingo and 
Warden in that order. Edgewater Meadows Yogibear-ET (Tiller x Goliath) receives his first 
official LPI in Canada and ranks #18 on the list with negative ratings for the yield traits. Land Of 
Living RO Levi-ET remains tied as the #1 bull for Conformation at +12 but creeps up to #13 from 
#19 LPI with a gain of 213 points. For cows, the leading duo remains firm with Glen Haven Lewis 
Lana at #1 LPI and Eby Manor Lewis Secelia in #2 spot. Guernsey View Kit’s Ruby (#3 LPI) and 
Maplehurst Lewis Brea (#5) swap order and sandwich the highest new cow last round, Guernsey 
View Tina’s Winnie, in the middle at #4 LPI (up from #11 last round). The highest newly indexed 
cow this round is Eby Manor Lewis Summer at #29 LPI, who is a full sister of Secelia at #2 LPI.  
 
“Telethon” Makes Headlines in the Canadienne Breed 
 

Following the publication of an interesting type proof last round De Tilly Telethon (Oscar x 
Kingsley) receives an official LPI without disappointment.  His balance of +8 Conformation with 
positive component yields and deviations earned him #4 for LPI.  He joins other breed leaders in 
the Top 5 LPI, namely Expo (#1), Nectar (#2), Simon (#3) and Mister (#5). The list of Top LPI 
cows is still headed by the trio of Monbriant Expo Fleurette (#1), Acton Energika Rosie 3R ET 
(#2) and Amandes Expo Justice (#3 LPI). The highest newly indexed cow this round is Acton 
Simon Wisie at #14 LPI, who is a maternal sister to Acton Phoster Tarie (#8 LPI from #17 LPI) 
and daughter of Rosie 3R at #2 LPI. 
 
“Ted” Joins Top Ranks for LPI in Milking Shorthorn 
 

With little change in the Top 10 LPI list for bulls, the first official domestic progeny proof for  
Vinra Frost Ted (Frost x Outlaw) at #8 LPI, is welcome news to Milking Shorthorn breeders. B 
Jurist, Logic, Lance, Frolic and K-Schie all change by less than 100 LPI points and maintain their 
order from #1 to #5 LPI. On the cow side, Brook Chardonnay ET Exp continues her march to the 
top achieving #1 LPI glory with a gain of 101 points, forcing Kulp-Gen Jurist Angel Exp-ET into 
#2 LPI spot. Headacher Logic Doris stays firm at #3 LPI (now #2 Conformation) as does 
Oceanbrae Jurist Thyme ET at #4 LPI (#1 Fat). With an impressive start this round is Northend 
Plato’s Currant at #5 LPI, who is also the highest newly indexed cow this round. 


